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➢ Mega-cap tech rules the waves 

➢ RBA plays it cool; Eurozone wish it could 

➢ US jobs explode out of the blocks 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Just when we were having a really nice rally from 

the previous week’s lows, mega-cap tech spoilt the 

party. Meta (Facebook) and Spotify posted after the 

bell and stock prices fell over 20%. That didn’t do 

much to help our market on Thursday but the little 

Aussie battler (aka ASX 200) chugged up the hill 

and nearly finished in the back. 

Black it wasn’t on Thursday night on Wall Street. 

Rivers of blood again! Our SPI futures were looking 

decidedly sick on Wall Street’s close but then, out of 

the shadows, jumped Amazon and Snap with 

mega-beats. All was well again for our open as the 

ASX 200 climbed 20 points on the open. The day 

was a bit mixed but a last-minute dash to the line 

saw us up by 42 pts! 

Meta’s and Spotify’s problems were not really to do 

with earnings but the prospects for earnings. 

Subscriptions or usage or whatever missed a beat. 

Cathie Woods, the fund manager previously known 

as a rock star, is imploring people to stay in her 

tech-disruptor sector fund. Morningstar noted that, 

although the returns since inception had some 

bright spots, most investors didn’t jump in until just 

before the downturn. Her fund has dropped around 

50% from the middle of last year and, of the 

$15.7bn invested, about $4bn has been lost. That’s 

why we don’t get involved in tech. There are good 

returns to be had elsewhere 

With someone having had such a short spell at the 

top, should investors stick with Cathie as she begs 

because she says the next bull run is just about to 

start? It reminds us of Peter Foster flogging his 

slimming products. We need more than a 

charismatic figure to make us part with our hard-

earned. 

The RBA met last Tuesday and ended QE (from 

next Thursday) but didn’t move on rates. Cool-hand 

Phil indeed displayed a calmness only seen in the 

best poker faces. Of course (as we wrote last week) 

we haven’t got an inflation problem and a rate hike 

would do nothing to smooth supply-chain issues. 

‘Go Phil’ we cheer, but he might placate us with a 

baby increase just to show he is actually awake and 

breathing. 

When asked by a journalist should home owners go 

with a fixed or floating rate at the moment Phil 

replied he didn’t have a mortgage so he hadn’t 

thought about it! Does he run policies just for his 

personal pleasure? Come on Phil, you know the 

answer is about locking in risk and not guessing 

where rates are going. The market is always ahead 

of the home owner. 

The Eurozone posted a 5.1% rate of inflation which 

is almost double our latest figure. They think they 

have to act but they don’t articulate how the 

fundamental issues will be affected by rate 

changes. The BoE across the channel didn’t think, it 

just made a second hike in three months to 0.5%. 

But if inflation panic was beginning in Europe, it 

fairly blasted out in the US overnight. The nonfarm 

payrolls data was expected to be weak. Even the 

White House came out to tell us that. 150,000 was 

the consensus call and lots thought it could even be 

negative based on Omicron. 
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The outcome was 467,000 with a blockbuster 

upwards revision to the previous two months of 

709,000! The unemployment rate came in at 4.0 or 

0.1 above expectations. The wages growth was 

0.7% for the month or 5.7% for the year. CNBC got 

excited about this and called the Fed to have 

missed the boat on inflation. 

Total jobs are still 2.9 million below the February 

2020 level in the US but the mood surrounding this 

data print was huge. The market shook off its 

Facebook gloom but it did fade in the last few 

minutes of the week to finish only modestly up on 

the day. 

We think journalists have still forgotten that rate 

hikes don’t fix supply-chain issues but it is clear that 

the Fed will move more swiftly now. The CME 

Fedwatch tool now has the chance of a double hike 

by the Fed in March at 33% with 67% for one hike. 

A rate with a ‘2’ handle for the year end is now 

gaining credibility. 

Our forecasts for the S&P 500 capital gains over the 

next 12 months has continued to strengthen to sit at 

just under 10% plus any allowance for the current 

under-pricing. Sadly, at home, the nascent 

strengthening of the ASX 200 gains over January 

dissipated in these last few days. Our forecast 

based on broker forecasts is back to where it 

started the year at just above average. The lead in 

to reporting season seems to have led to a 

softening of broker forecasts. 

In the US, it is reported that new infections from 

Omicron have already been cut by 50% from the 

mid-January peak. Denmark has thrown in the 

towel. They have removed all covid restrictions from 

masks to social distancing to testing. The world is 

far from stable in this new covid situation but we, at 

home, battle on. 

Our prediction of January 27th as being the place to 

have started buying is holding good – despite some 

tummy wobbles along the way. Now we wait for our 

reporting season. We have dialled up our 

international exposure compared to domestic and 

we are largely currency hedged. 

It is going to be an interesting few weeks watching 

the market’s gyrations, but we feel ready for it! 

 


